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VitoCOMPARABLY  BETTER .
THE  VANTOURER  URBAN .ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .

Offroad, onroad, off to the next adventure! With the 
VANTourer Urban, pulsating metropolises, picturesque 
mountains and dreamy coastal landscapes are just a 
journey away. Experience true freedom and limitless 
possibilities.

The VANTourer Urban accompanies you on every jour-
ney as before on the basis of the Mercedes-Benz Vito – 
and from the model year 2024 for the first time based 
on the Mercedes-Benz V-Class. These modern all day 
vehicles are versatile and adapt individually to your 
needs.

From a spacious passenger car for moving and bulk 
shopping to a reliable partner for active holidays or 
weekend trips – the VANTourer Urban models are true 
allrounders. Thanks to their compact dimensions and 
flexible equipment, they are always ready to accompany 
you on your adventures, wherever you are. Discover 
the world, explore new horizons and experience un-
forgettable moments – the VANTourer Urban makes it 
possible. Enjoy the freedom you deserve!

Category Campervans

V-Class

NOW NEW AS  V-CLASS !
The popular VANTourer Urban is now also available as a 
Mercedes-Benz V-Class with a fresh design, high quality 
interior and a new expansion concept. 
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COSY-SMART - L I V I NG.
IMMER .ÜBERALL . THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V-CLASS.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .V-CL ASS

V-Class V-Class

V-Class

Welcome to the new VANTourer Urban based on the Mercedes-Benz V-Class. Experience the high quality interior design with oak 
wood applications and open visual axis. The VANTourer Urban V-Class offers you all flexibility you need. Thanks to the rail system, 
you can position the bench seat and table to suit your needs – and together with the swivelling pilot seats, you can create a cosy 
get-together in no time at all. The rear bench can be removed for even more storage space or converted quickly into an additional 
bed thanks to the lying surface extension.

Furthermore, the roof of the VANTourer Urban V-Class not only serves as a convenient double bed with a breathtaking view, but it 
can be folded up for even more head space in the interior.
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COSY-SMART - L I V I NG.
IMMER .ÜBERALL . THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V I TO.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .

The VANTourer Urban based on the Mercedes-Benz Vito is as flexible 
as your life. The swivelling pilot seats and the rear bench are grouped 
around the table, which can not only be removed but also flexibly moved 
in its position thanks to the rail system. To create more storage space, 
the bench can be removed and thanks to the lying surface extension 
it is also possible to convert it to an additional bed. The roof of the 
VANTourer Urban serves as a double bed with a breathtaking view, 
but can also be folded up if necessary to create additional seating and 
living space.

V I T O
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I N S IDE -OUT - K I TCHEN.
THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V-CLASS.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .

V-Class

V-Class

V-Class

V-Class

V-Class

There is another practical feature in the kitchenette: a two burner hob with 
a glass cover that creates additional work space when it is not needed for 
cooking. The sink is made of stainless steel and the storage compartments in 
the kitchen cabinet offer enough space for additional kitchen utensils. In addi-
tion, the integrated 30 litre cooler is easy to reach and has a digital thermostat 
with temperature display, so you can always keep your food optimally chilled.

What could be nicer than cooking outdoors? Now it’s 
easy with the VANTourer Urban V-Class. The multi-
functional kitchen can be removed in just a few easy 
steps through the sliding door on the side, transforming 
it into a mobile outdoor kitchen. And the best thing 
about it is that the gas bottle is in the vehicle and 
not in the kitchen, which means that the kitchen ele-
ment can easily be moved around by two people. Enjoy 
the freedom of cooking outdoors with the VANTourer 
Urban V-Class!

The new table can also be used outside and set up 
independently of the kitchen.

V-CL ASS
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I N S IDE -OUT - K I TCHEN.

Another feature in the kitchenette is the two burner hob with practical glass 
cover for more work space. The stainless steel sink, the shelves for spices, 
cups and other utensils and the spacious kitchen cabinet always ensure a 
clean and tidy appearance. The integrated 30 litre cooler is easily accessible 
and has a digital thermostat with temperature display. 

A world of delights is waiting to be discovered. 
Why not cook right outside in a picturesque 
setting? 

In just a few easy steps, you can simply remove 
the multifunctional kitchen of the VANTourer 
Urban Vito through the sliding door on the 
side and turn it into a mobile outdoor kitchen. 
Then you just have to decide which side of the 
VANTourer Urban Vito is the chocolate side for 
you. Because thanks to the additional external 
sockets, you can set up the kitchen on either 
the right or the left side of the vehicle. Since 
the gas bottle is located in the rear of the van 
and not in the kitchen, the kitchen element can 
easily be moved by two people.

The additional 12 volt, water and gas connec-
tions on the right hand, rear side enable un-
disturbed culinary enjoyment directly in nature – 
of course you can also connect your own gas 
barbecue or an electric cool box there.

THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V I TO.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .V I T O
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PERFECT-L I TTLE - TH INGS.

The VANTourer Urban V-Class surprises with many conveniences such as the 
practical coat hook rail in the rear and the opaque window curtains for more 
privacy. The well designed water supply is provided by the 25 litre fresh water 
underfloor tank, which is easy to fill via the filler opening cleverly integrated 
into the entry step. The gas supply is provided by a Campingaz R 907 gas 
bottle, which is housed in a matching cabinet and is easily accessible via the 
tailgate. There you will also find the standard DEFA cable for connection to 
shore power.

Sometimes it’s these little things that make all the difference and turn a 
holiday into something very special. Enjoy the atmospheric ambient lighting 
on the side furniture line as well as the functional side wall, where you will 
find sockets, USB charging sockets and a mesh storage compartment in 
addition to the onboard control system and the auxiliary heating control. The 
practical storage compartments with flaps are easily accessible – both from 
the living area and via the rear. A special highlight is the modern cockpit of 
the Mercedes-Benz V-Class. High quality workmanship, the leather steering 
wheel with remote control and the intuitive MBUX multimedia system with 
large screen make every journey a real pleasure.

THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V-CLASS.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .
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V-Class

V-CL ASS
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PERFECT-L I TTLE - TH INGS.

The VANTourer Urban is packed with surprising conveniences, such as the 
table top with metal insert on which matching glasses adhere magnetically. 
The filler neck of the 25 litre fresh water underfloor tank is integrated into 
the step and thus particularly easy to reach. The gas supply is ensured with a 
bottle of Campingaz R 907 in the custommade cabinet and is easy to reach 
via the tailgate. Of course, you can also “fire up” the Urban with shore power 
instead of the service battery – the corresponding DEFA cable is already 
included as standard. 

It’s the little things that make holidays great. Practical and atmospheric 
details such as the RGB ambient light above the wall units and under 
the worktop of the kitchenette, which can be dimmed by remote control. On 
the side wall directly next to the seating group you will find a 12 volt and a 
230 volt socket, the onboard control system and the auxiliary heating control. 
The integrated rail system allows you to position the bench seat individually 
according to your wishes. Thanks to numerous optional assistance systems 
such as lane departure warning, blind spot warning and active brake and 
distance assist, the cockpit in outstanding Mercedes-Benz quality makes 
even the journey to your holiday destination a pleasure. 

THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V I TO.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .V I T O
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OPEN-MINDED -ROOF .

Equipped for everything – the VANTourer Urban are flexible all day vehicles and offer 
enough storage space for small and large sports equipment. After an eventful day, 
relax in your cosy double bed in the pop-up roof and enjoy the view through the 
side windows. Two reading lights with USB connection not only supply your mobile 
devices with power, but also create a cosy atmosphere in your mobile retreat.

THE  VANTOURER  URBAN .ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .

V-Class

V-Class

V I T O  AND  V-CL ASS
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SPACE -FOR - EVERTH ING.
THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V-CLASS.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .

Holiday luggage, sports equipment, supermarket shopping, ... the VANTourer Urban 
V-Class offers a generous storage volume. Thanks to the removable rear seat, the 
load area of the VANTourer can be increased enormously. On the camping trip, 
the recessed storage compartments with flaps and the side mesh compartments 
in the VANTourer Urban V-Class are convincing as practical and, above all, easily 
accessible storage space. Especially convenient is the quick access through the rear 
window of the V-Class, which can be opened separately (option).

V-Class

V-Class

V-CL ASS
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SPACE -FOR - EVERTH ING.

Pack anything you want. Because there’s plenty of space in the VANTourer Urban 
Vito. Whether you’re doing a week’s shopping or moving – the removable rear bench 
considerably increases the VANTourer’s load area. But even in “camping mode”, 
thanks to the wall units in the rear and integrated into the side wall as well as the 
storage compartments in the multifunctional kitchen, you will find enough storage 
space for all your holiday comforts. 

THE  VANTOURER  URBAN  V I TO.ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .V I T O
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ALWAYS -ON-TOUR .
www.vantourer.de/facebook    www.vantourer.de/instagram    www.vantourer.de/youtube

Join the VANTourer Community and show your 
great pictures around your VANTourer Urban.
Tag @vantourerkastenwagen, use the hashtag 
#vantourerurban and secure a place in the next 
catalogue.

ANYT IME .ANYWHERE .
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Vito

Any responsibility for deviations in colour, texture or materials is hereby excluded, provided such deviations conform with
standard commercial practice. The same applies to technical changes to VANTourer Urban 2024, provided that the product

quality remains the same or improves as a result of the changes. We cannot accept any responsibility for errors.
We reserve the right to make changes at any time.

EuroCaravaning GmbH & Co. KG · Im Metternicher Feld 5-7 · 56072 Koblenz · Germany · www.vantourer.de
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